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Communication Research, Kim (2020) proposed a new paradigm of 
linking heterogeneous groups among science, humanism, and art with 
an emphasis on forming interdisciplinary research (IDR) community. 
Forming community was presented as a process. According to Kim, the 
process of forming community is co-minding of six collective acts, which 
are co-exposing, co-focusing attention, co-cognizing, co-remembering, 
co-questioning, and co-imaging. The first sequence of co-minding 
processes is co-exposing and co-focusing: exposing to and paying 
attention to problems. With this sequence, individuals begin to be aware 
of problems from which common agenda emerge. The next sequence is 
co-cognizing and co-remembering: identifying situational elements and 
relating them via inside-outside, before-after, and/or similarity-difference 
relations. With this sequence, individuals think and understand the 
problems together. The final sequence is co-questioning and co-
imagining: clarifying some fuzziness and raising further possibilities.

What is noticeable in Kim (2020) is distinguishing problems as 
situational problems and behavioral problems. Kim argued that “our 
problems harbor a duality: two kinds of problems — the situational one 
that threatens our life at a time and place and the behavioral (‘How’) one 
to solve it” (p. 21). In other words, to solve situational problems together, 
we first need to solve behavioral problems of forming community or of 
enacting problem-solving agency. Kim, however, pointed out that we are 
poorly poised for the behavioral problem — “the problem of community, 
that is, the [H]ow (e.g., procedures) to bring community into existence 
and then to give it effective capability as a ‘problem-solving’ agency” (p. 
21). 

I n the age of complexity, it seems obvious that solving problems 
require expertise from various disciplines. In the recent issue of Asian 
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into two domains: physical and social domains. 
What is more complex and challenging pro- 
blems are those of the social domain. The main 
difference of social and physical domains can 
well be described by the analogy between the 
perception of people and the perception of things 
(Fiske & Taylor, 2013). People are intentional 
agents. Agents are the ones that generate 
behaviors that influence environment. There 
are three types of agent: logical agents, rational 
agents, and intentional agents (Ahn, 2020). 
Logical agents generate behaviors depending 
on rules. Rational agents generate behaviors 
following utility. Intentional agents that generate 
behaviors pursuing meanings do not always 
behave following rules or utility. People as 
intentional agents infer the state of others’ mind 
or intentionality along with their own minds, and 
predicts the behaviors of others.

Phenomena generated by agents in the social 
domain are complex and challenging because, 
social environments, unlike those in the physical 
domains, are recursive and fluid. When people 
understand other individuals or others’ minds, 
they typically mutually perceive back with 
each other in repeating and recursive ways. In 
other words, people infer others’ minds along 
with their own minds like in front and back of 
mirrors. Further, people adapt their behaviors to 
what others might think and imagine what their 
own and others’ thinking, which makes social 
environment fluid. In other words, social relations 
among intentional agents change continuously 
as they continuously perceive and respond to 
each other’s thinking (Ahn, 2020; Fiske & Taylor, 
2013; Frith, 2013; Lee, 2017). 

Therefore, there are two kinds of situational 
problems; one is a situational-thing problem, 
and the other is a situational-people problem. 
The latter can also be termed as a situational-
behavioral problem because situations are 
generated via behaviors by people as agents. For 
example, developing nuclear power is solving 
situational-thing problem, the problem-solving 

What are further needed for IDR community 
building are recognizing that situational problems 
are two kinds (i.e., problems in social and physical 
domains), and dire problems such as climate 
change and epidemic diseases are fundamentally 
those of the social domain. Further, to solve 
behavioral problems for solving situational 
problems, it seems necessary to add additional 
components to the co-minding process of six 
collective acts especially in the social domain, 
because problems in the social domain often 
have to deal with individuals or groups who are 
ignorant of their ignorance with overconfidence 
about their limited knowledge and misleading 
intuitive epistemology (i.e., ignorance of 
ignorance problem, Dunning, 2011).

Situational Problems in Social and 
Physical Domains

All organisms that have successfully survived 
and reproduced have adapted to natural en- 
vironments with their own strategies. Humans’ 
core strategy adapting to natural environments 
is to form societies, which is so successful that 
humans have become one of dominant species 
on the Earth. Societies, however, for humans 
have become environments that they have had 
to adapt to. Thus, for humans, there are two 
kinds of environments that they have to adapt 
to: natural and social environments, and the 
latter is more critical for humans to survive and 
reproduce. Pressure for humans to adapt to social 
environments is so intensive and complex that 
human brains have mostly been evolved to solve 
in the social domains. According to the social 
brain hypothesis (Dunbar, 2009) and the cultural 
brain hypothesis (Muthukrishna et al., 2018), 
human’s advanced intelligence is the by-product 
of evolutionary processes of solving problems in 
the social domain.

Since environments that humans have to adapt 
to are both natural and social environments, 
situational problems should also be categorized 
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in the physical domain. On the other hand, using 
nuclear power to fight climate change is solving 
situational-people problem (i.e., situational-
behavioral problem), the problem-solving in the 
social domain. Since the nature of problems in 
social and physical domains are heterogeneous, 
behavioral problems to solve situational 
problems should be differentiated; one is for 
situational-thing problems and the other is for 
situational-people (i.e., behavioral) problems. A 
solution for the latter tend to be focused more 
on handling communication failure and power 
dynamics among social groups whose interests 
are often conflicting for economic, political, or 
psychological reasons. 

Heterogeneous nature of problems in social 
and physical domains inevitably lead the way of 
problem solving to be diversified depending on 
goals, values, legal and institutional policies, and 
the consequences of alternatives. Such diversified 
nature of problem solving would require inter- 
disciplinary approach, but to solve problems 
successfully in an interdisciplinary way, it should 
consider fundamental nature of problems 
whether the problems belong either more in the 
social domain or more in the physical domain.

Social Nature of Dire Problems

Dire problems that challenge us are mainly from 
those of the social domain. The problems such 
as climate change and epidemic or pandemic 
diseases that challenge us are fundamentally the 
problems of the social domain. Humans have 
tools to solve problems in the physical domain, 
but the tools have been misused or disregarded 
by social and psychological reasons.

In terms of pandemic diseases such as 
COVID-19, humans sequenced whole-genome 
of the virus within days, developed vaccines 
within months, and produced vaccines in 
massive scales within a year. In other words, in 
the physical domain, humans have found the way 
of solving problems of pandemic diseases. The 

failure was in the social domain. For example, 
in May of 2020, daily vaccination doses began 
to drop significantly by all manufacturers 
including Pifzer and Moderna. It was after 
medicines regulators suspended the use of 
vaccines made by AstraZeneca and Johnson 
& Johnson because of a risk of rare blood clots 
(New York Times, 2020 May 13). As is the 
name indicated, it is very rare risk of blood clots, 
but medicine regulators limited the use of the 
vaccine without consideration of communicative 
implications (European Medicine Agency, 2021 
April 7). Regulatory bodies’ decision grabbed 
the attention of presses and public and vaccine 
safety became a main concern, which lead public 
to focus the safety of vaccination rather than 
the danger of un-vaccination. In the US where 
there are plenty of vaccines, share of people who 
received at least one shot of COVID-19 vaccine 
is less than 70% (Ritche et al., 2020). It was not 
due to the lack of vaccines or other resources in 
the physical domain, but was due to social and 
psychological hesitation.

The problem of climate change is not different 
from that of epidemic or pandemic diseases. 
What have made climate change worse was not 
the problems in the physical domain, but those 
in the social domain. Since commercialization of 
nuclear power technology which could provide 
energy reliably without fossil fuels (Office of 
Nuclear Energy, 2021, March 24; 2021, March 
31), humans could have generated the most of 
energy while emitting near-zero green-house 
gases. It was fear and communication failure that 
made humans to disregard nuclear power (Ahn, 
2021; Allison, 2021).

The fear was mainly induced from three 
nuclear power plant accidents in the Three Mile 
Island, Chernobyl, and Fukushima. Such fear 
does not have any scientific grounds. Empirical 
evidence suggests that nuclear power is the safest 
source of reliable energy (Ritchie, 2020; Ritche 
& Roser, 2020). According to Ritchie (2020) 
who combined the results of Markandya and 
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Ignorance of Ignorance

It is true that unifying science, humanism, and 
art is our hopes for interdisciplinary problem-
solving, and co-minding of six collective acts (co-
exposing, co-focusing attention, co-cognizing, co-
remembering, co-questioning, and co-imaging) 
are promising ways for problem-solving. 
Among six collective acts, co-remembering, co-
questioning, and co-cognizing might be the 
main obstacles of IDR community building due 
to our ignorance of ignorance and illusion of 
understanding. People including those who have 
been trained as academic researchers often do 
not know what they don’t know while they are 
overconfident about their abilities (e.g., Kruger 

& Dunning, 1999). Such illusory overconfidence 
can be found in applying one’s knowledge to the 
world. Individuals typically feel they understand 
the world in depth despite their limited 
knowledge and misleading intuitive epistemology 
(Dunning, 2011; Rosenblit & Keil, 2002). A 
typical example is the argument by Beck (1992, 
p. 22), who has significant influence on academic 
communities.

Atomic accidents are accidents no more (in 
the limited sense of the word ‘accident’). 
They outlast generations. The affected even 
include those not yet alive at the time or in 
the place where the accident occurred but 
born years later and long distances away. This 
means that the calculation of risk as it has 
been established so far by science and legal 
institutions collapses. [...] By risks I mean 
above all radioactivity, which completely 
evades human perceptive abilities, but also 
toxins and pollutants in the air, the water and 
foodstuffs, together with the accompanying 
short- and long-term effects on plants, animals 
and people.

Beck’s argument, atomic accidents outlast 
generations, is purely speculation and do not have 
any scientific grounds. Indeed, after decades of 
Beck’s publication of his book, researchers could 
find no evidence of a transgenerational effect of 
radiation exposure to parents after examining 
genes of more than 200 Chernobyl survivors and 
their children (Yeager et al., 2021). Beck is not 
the only researcher from the social domain who 
ignore their ignorance of research in the physical 
domain. Scholars who shared Beck’s view or cited 
Beck’s false argument on risk and nuclear power 
did not review any scientific research from the 
physical domains (e.g., Cottle, 1998).

What’s worse is hostile sentiment toward 
specific discipline especially nuclear science. 
Hostile sentiment toward nuclear science and 
industry are represented by the term ‘nuclear 

Wilkinson (2007) and Sovacool and colleagues 
(2015, 2016), the death rate from energy 
production per terawatt-hour of nuclear energy 
0.07, which is mostly death from Chernobyl 
accidents. The death rate from brown coal is 
32.72 and the death rate from gas is 4.63. Notably 
the death rate from nuclear energy is similar to 
the death rate from wind (0.04), solar (0.02) and 
hydropower (0.02). In terms of carbon-neutrality, 
nuclear power is the cleanest sources of energy. 
Greenhouse gas emissions per energy production 
of nuclear power is the lowest (3 tonnes per 
terawatt-hour) among most all energy sources 
(Ritchie, 2020; Ritche & Roser, 2020).

Fear without scientific grounds typically 
leads policy makers and public to overreact to 
situations and to ignore promising solutions for 
the situations (Ahn, 2021). Such overreaction 
often cost lives. Anti-vaccination movements 
mostly driven by fears of vaccine adverse event 
resulted in the increase in vaccine-preventable 
disease outbreaks and epidemics (Dube & 
MacDonald, 2015; Gangarosa et al., 1998). Fear 
of low-dose radiation adversely impose excessive 
costs to the society, leading to unnecessary loss 
of life (Waddington et al., 2017; Watson, 2020; 
Yanovskiy et al., 2019). 
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Concluding Remarks

Situational problems need to be categorized into 
physical and social domains, of which cognitive 
and perceptual processes are fundamentally 
different. Composing IDR communities can be 
a sure way of solving problems in the physical 
domain such as developing atomic bombs, 
transistor, or cellular telephone systems. In 
the social domains, however, forming IDR 
communities might not always be a sure way 
of solving problems, because problems in the 
social domains are much more complicated than 
those in the physical domains. To form IDR 
communities in the social domains, there are 
many obstacles such as ignorance of ignorance, 
illusion of understanding, and rift among 
academic communities. Further, what we have 
to realize is that dire problems such as climate 
change and epidemic or pandemic diseases are 
those in the social domains not in the physical 
domains.

The proposed co-minding process of six 
collective acts for behavioral problem solving 
might not be enough to be a solution. A question 
arises how we could make people who are 
ignorant of their ignorance with overconfidence 
despite their limited knowledge and misleading 
intuitive epistemology engage in the co-minding 
process. It might be intellectual humility that 
we have to nurture in academic communities. 
Intellectual humility is defined as “recognizing 
that a particular personal belief may be fallible, 
accompanied by an appropriate attentiveness to 
limitations in the evidentiary basis of that belief 
and to one’s own limitations in obtaining and 
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